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Cash & Liquidity Optimisation  
 

Discovering the new Working Capital tools and  

strategies employed to minimise the impact of  

negative interest rates on bank deposits   



Working Capital – Current Context 

• Very low interest rates, even negative in EUR since May 2015 and for longtime 

• « Liquidity Paradox » - abundance of liquidities not always accessible by all and 
piles of cash without decent returns 

• Regulatory constraints with side effects (e.g. CMU, MiFID2, B3, Bank Separation,…) meaning 
new banking strategies set up 

• Need for (more) diversified sources of funding to secure liquidity risk and costs 

• Longer terms of payment for customers noticed across Europe (in general) 

• Technological evolution and new IT solutions are emerging and changing rules of 
the game. They empower Corp’s to optimize WorkCap (further centralization, better 

reconciliations, SEPA/XML, virtual accounts, solutions to collect more exotic currencies, etc…) 

• Treasury transformation in order to optimize further centralized structures 
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How to reach the next level? 

• Way treasurers approach WorkCap is evolving 

• Rather than simply addressing inefficiencies for ST gain, forward-
thinking treasurers now strive to embed sustainable LT WorkCap 
strategies at the heart of the business 

• How Corp’s Treasurers could drive this shift and how to bring it to the 
next level (while ensuring minimal disruption in the d-t-d operations) 
are the key questions 

• Last 3 years, consistent improvement in WorkCap performance among 
Corp’s in EU (e.g. +6% REL survey 2013 on performance year-on-year) 

• Corp’s not only understand but actively recognize importance of 
WorkCap in such an economic environment and even with low IR’s 

WorkCap is suddenly much more than just a product,  

it becomes a philosophy… 
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Leveraging Assets 

• Lessons have been learned: financial regulations and banking sector 
restructuring have resulted from GFC or are still under  process 

• Even recently Corp’s took advantage of cheap funding sources, with little 
regard for their overall funding mix 

• Now, focus on what constitutes near-term/LT liquidity and where Corp’s 
can generate cash & liquidity using their own resources and B/S. 

• According to REL’s research couple of hundred billion EUR remain tied up 
in excess WorkCap across Europe, therefore obvious opportunity to 
leverage existing resources  

• Banks and financial services suppliers offer lots of solutions and packages  

• It requires expertise, (IT) solutions or platforms, understanding of 
individual business specificities and to bring together A/P and A/R, as well 
as benchmarking with peers. Fortunately, there are leading-edge solutions 
more than ever in the past 

« What companies must not forget is that you can only run out of cash once » 
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Trends on the market 

• Don’t rest on your laurels… keep improving WorkCap should be our credo 
• What we need is to find service suppliers who understand our needs and 

specific business constraints  
• Trends and opinions are changing … 
• e.g. Receivable Purchase Programs - selling A/R in a factoring solution - 

was historically perceived negatively, because it was viewed as the lender 
of last resort and is today seen as an asset class that can and should be 
monetized 

• e.g. Perceptions around Supply Chain Finance solutions are changing too 
Suppliers become easier as more and more SCF programs are rolled-out 
and they admitted the benefits of these programs. At the end of the day,  
who has interest in « killing » or « hurting » its suppliers? 

• SCF is gaining traction as a sustainable way to strengthen the overall value 
chain by allowing buyers to extend payable terms while helping suppliers 
to deleverage B/S 

• Rising of awareness of WorkCap outside of the finance function becomes a 
best practice model across the globe 
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Challenges 

• Greatest challenge is to make sure WorkCap is not just a one-off project 

• It should be embedded into business 

• Operations should be as responsible and involved as finance function 

• Not looking at A/R, A/P and inventory in isolation  consider the bigger picture 

• WorkCap remains simple: 3 ingredients only but a complex alchemy to be optimal 

• To maintain discipline and all people involved 

• Forging a strong link between procurement and finance in order to get best terms 
and similar conditions across the whole group (despite potential divergence of objectives of 
both departments, one looking for cheapest price and the other to preserve cash) 

• Central control of WorkCap within treasury (for example to invest in sophisticated 
IT solutions) while least disruption to day-to-day operations 

• To enhance WorkCap when economic climate is favorable because when it will pick 
up… momentum could decline and not be very much front of mind of Corp’s 

• Diversification of sources of funding is key for shareholders to demonstrate 
efficient operations 

• To run benchmarking with peers to make sure you remain competitive 

• To define common KPI’s  with full support and buy-in of top management 
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Where does the WorkCap responsibility lies 
within the organization? 

• In general, the responsibility is fragmented and split between different Depts. & BU’s 

• Per definition, WorkCap includes 3 main parameters to be handled but managed by 
different persons (i.e. inventory, A/P and A/R) 

• It makes things more complex when it comes to enhancement 

• Treasury is one part in this game  it requires good coordination to be successful 

• Actions should also be coordinated at BU level  need for a « project coordinator » 

• COBO part of such projects is key. There we can really extract value in better reconciling 
payments collected. It goes beyond treasury which is interested in cashed in payments 
where accountants need to allocate them properly 

• Diversity of businesses and countries can make the WorkCap management more 
complex with different behaviors, cultures, habits, trends in markets, etc.. 

• IT tools (including ERP) are key to start with good track records to measure (via KPI’s) 
in order to define targets 

• Common definitions of the items is crucial to use sort of Esperanto and tools to 
automatically extract figures 
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Working Capital Optimization 
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What should be focus points? 
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Tougher Supplier Payment Terms 

• Companies are struggling with late payments 

• Epidemic focus of many political debates ahead of general elections. Therefore, 
new regulation on the horizon? 

• If best practices not adopted by Corp’s, governments may be forced to regulate 

• E.g. France with a law on late payments (“Loi de Modernisation de l’Economie” LME in 2008): it 

worked for a while and seems to deteriorate again now… (in UK, “Prompt Payment Code; at level, EU Late 
Payment Directive; in US, “SupplierPay initiative”;…)  voluntary codes of conduct for MNC’s ?!? 

• Big customers tempted to impose « their » conditions: e.g. TOPSHOP in UK is 
requiring suppliers to accept harsher payment terms it imposed, which asked 
suppliers to grant further discount (from 14,25% up to 16,25% for payments within 60 days), 
AB InBev up to 120 days imposed to suppliers (Supply Chain Bullying?) 

• « …No choice but to stomach business this.. It helps growing our business 
together..» according to ARCADIA CEO 

• Dilemma: how to improve WorkCap metrics whilst safeguarding financial health of 
suppliers? 

• Delays often come from admin issues. Better looking for automation/e-invoicing 
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Liquidity paradox and quest for enhancing 
WorkCap 

• The « Liquidity Paradox »: there are more than ever liquidities on the market but 
not always available  Capital Market Union project at EU level 

• Corp’s have pilled up cash while interest rates are so low or even negative and 
keep improving finance supply chain and forecasts 

• Why increasing existing cash reserves by any means (including better work cap 
management and forecasting) if it is not segregated per allocation/purpose/tenor 
and not properly remunerated? Liquidity is not being made available despite 
record levels of cash… 

• New banking regulations haven’t yet produced their effects on Corp’s 

• Lots of new (IT) solutions on working capital management  booming and very 
active market for suppliers (e.g. C2FO platform to accelerate cash flows and to 
remove financial third parties between A/P and A/R; Hanse Orga Finance Suite 
payment management solution to be plugged to SAP to improve financial supply 
chain/work cap including analysis; WallStreetSuite for IHB; Prime Revenue; 
Tradeshift; …) 
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Conclusions 

• The 3 R’s principle: Risk – Return – Regulation should be kept in mind 

• According to a 2014 JPM – GTNews survey optimization and generation of 
(free) cash-flow is a top priority for Corp’s 

• SCF and Dynamic discounting are the most important  supplier finance tools 

• MNC’s looks for agnostic service solutions on independent platforms 

• Good news there are tons of solutions emerging and technology enables 
more than in the past and to be more dynamic on WorkCap 

• Numerous challenges to be successful and need for excellent coordination and 
strong sponsoring from C-level and all key actors involved (e.g. procurement, 
treasury, finance, legal, IT and SCC) 

• It can be part of CSR program (support to SME’s) but could be strategic to 
« save » smaller suppliers/maintain their financial health (i.e. reputational 
damage risk) 

• Regulations and bank strategies will change over time and require to be 
prepared and to diversify its sources of funding despite a persisting low IR 
environment 
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Follow me on Twitter, myTreasury and ATEL 
LinkedIn group 
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Twitter myTreasurer 

LinkedIn 

ATEL Group 
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Thank you for your attention!  
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